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William GroppEwing LuskJohn BresnahanMathematis and Computer Siene DivisionArgonne National LaboratoryArgonne, IL 60439fgropp,lusk,bresnahag�ms.anl.govAbstratThe eÆient implementation of olletive ommu-niation operations has reeived muh attention. Ini-tial e�orts modeled network ommuniation and pro-dued \optimal" trees based on those models. How-ever, the models used by these initial e�orts assumedequal point-to-point latenies between any two pro-esses. This assumption is violated in heterogeneoussystems suh as lusters of SMPs and wide-area \om-putational grids", and as a result, olletive operationsthat utilize the trees generated by these models performsuboptimally. In response, more reent work has fo-used on reating topology-aware trees for olletiveoperations that minimize ommuniation aross slowerhannels (e.g., a wide-area network). While these ef-forts have signi�ant ommuniation bene�ts, they alllimit their view of the network to only two layers. Wepresent a strategy based upon a multilayer view of thenetwork. By reating multilevel topology trees we takeadvantage of ommuniation ost di�erenes at everylevel in the network. We used this strategy to imple-ment topology-aware versions of several MPI olletiveoperations in MPICH-G, the Globus-enabled version ofthe popular MPICH implementation of the MPI stan-dard. Using information about topology disovered byGlobus, we onstrut these topology-aware trees auto-matially during exeution, thus freeing the MPI ap-

pliation programmer from having to write speial �lesor funtions to desribe the topology to the MPICH li-brary. We present results demonstrating the advan-tages of our multilevel approah by omparing it to thedefault (topology-unaware) implementation provided byMPICH and a topology-aware two-layer implementa-tion.1. IntrodutionThe problem of building \optimal" trees for olle-tive operations has reeived muh attention over re-ent years. The telephone model, whih assumes thatsend and reeive times are equal, implies that the op-timal broadast algorithm uses a binomial tree. Undermodels that expand the telephone model to aount formessage lateny, suh as the postal [1℄ or LogP [5℄ mod-els, the ommuniation topology of an optimal broad-ast algorithm beomes a generalized Fibonai tree.All these approahes onstrut optimal trees for olle-tive operations by �rst modeling the ommuniationharateristis of a network with a set of parametersand then building the optimal trees based on parame-ter values and their model.Underlying all of this work is the assumption thatthe ommuniation times between all proess pairs in



the omputation are equal. While this is a reason-able approximation when the entire omputation isperformed on a single mahine, it is not reasonablewhen the omputation is exeuted on a luster of sym-metri multiproessors (SMPs) in a loal-area networkor worse, in a omputational grid [10, 6℄ environment,in whih multiple parallel omputers are onneted byloal area, ampus-area, or even wide-area networks.Rapid improvements in network performane have en-gendered onsiderable interest in parallel omputing inthe latter ontext, as evidened by suh experimentsand initiatives as the I-WAY [8℄, National TehnologyGrid [17℄, and Information Power Grid [14℄.Under these irumstanes the trees produed bythe onventional models perform suboptimally. In suhheterogeneous environments, ommuniation osts atdi�erent levels in the hierarhy an di�er by an orderof magnitude or more. In these situations, topology-aware algorithms an ahieve dramati improvementsin performane. For example, in the ase of N pro-essors distributed into two lusters, a traditional re-dution algorithm may generate O(log N) interlustermessages, while a topology-aware algorithm generatesonly 1, for a ost saving of a fator of O(log N) if in-terluster message osts dominate.Previous work [13, 15℄ has demonstrated thattopology-aware olletive operations an indeed redueommuniation osts by reduing the amount of om-muniation performed over slow hannels. However,this work limited the depth of network strati�ation toonly two levels: other proessors are either near or far.In this paper, we present new algorithms that allow ol-letive operations to exploit knowledge onerning thestruture of a multilevel network, in whih the neigh-bors are proessors that are ategorized aording totheir expeted point-to-point ommuniation hara-teristis.In order to permit experimental studies, we haveimplemented our algorithms for three of the olle-tive operations supported by the Message Passing In-terfae (MPI) standard: MPI_Bast, MPI_Redue, andMPI_Barrier. We use the MPICH-G [7, 9℄ version ofthe popular MPICH implementation [12℄ of the MPIstandard [16℄, whih uses servies provided by theGlobus toolkit to support exeution in heterogeneousand distributed environments. This use of MPICH-Genables experimentation within realisti wide-area en-vironments that would not otherwise be easily aessi-ble. In addition, we are able to use information pro-vided by the Globus system to determine a partiularomputer system's topology automatially.In the setions that follow, we briey disuss reenttopology-aware e�orts. Next, we desribe our multi-

level topology approah. We present experimental re-sults that illustrate the bene�ts of our multilevel ap-proah by omparing it to the topology-unaware im-plementation urrently distributed with MPICH andto MagPIe [15℄, one of the topology-aware two-levelimplementations of olletive operations. We onludewith a disussion of future work.2. Reent WorkReent e�orts have foused on reating \optimal"trees for olletive operations where point-to-pointommuniations are not neessarily equal between anytwo proesses. Husbands and Hoe present MPI-StarT [13℄, an MPI implementation for a luster ofSMPs interonneted by a high-performane interon-net. They reported signi�ant improvements aftermodifying the MPICH broadast algorithm, whih usesbinomial trees. Their modi�ations use informationthat desribes their luster topology by minimizing in-terluster ommuniation during olletive operations.MagPIe [15℄ is another MPI system designed to on-strut olletive operation trees in heterogeneous om-muniation environments. MagPIe reognizes a two-layer ommuniation network that distinguishes be-tween loal- and wide-area ommuniation. By min-imizing wide-area ommuniation, muh in the sameway MPI-StarT minimizes interluster ommuniation,MagPIe has seen signi�ant improvements in all theMPI olletive operations.Both e�orts have produed impressive results andlearly demonstrate that there are signi�ant ad-vantages to implementing olletive operations in atopology-aware manner. However, both limit theirview of the network to only two layers; MPI-StarTdistinguishes between intra- and interluster ommu-niation within the same loal-area, and MagPIe dis-tinguishes between loal- and wide-area ommunia-tion. There are opportunities for further optimizationby using trees that stratify the network deeper thantwo layers.3. Multilevel Topology Aware ApproahFigure 1 depits an MPI appliation involving 32proesses distributed over three mahines loated atLawrene Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) andArgonne National Laboratory (ANL). At LLNL we de-pit 16 proesses on the IBM SP equipped with 4-waySMP nodes, 4 proesses per SMP node. At ANL wedepit 8 proesses on the SGI Origin2000 and another8 proesses on the IBM SP. The slowest ommunia-tion is between sites, whih use TCP over the wide-area
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Figure 1. An example of a grid computation in-
volving 16 processes on one IBM SP at LLNL
and another 16 processes distributed evenly
across an IBM SP and an SGI Origin2000 at
ANL.
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Figure 2. A multilevel view of a grid computa-
tion annotated with cluster ids at each level.network, with faster ommuniation between the Ori-gin2000 and the IBM SP, whih use TCP over theirloal-area network, and the fastest ommuniation, ofourse, within eah mahine. To take full advantage ofthe ommuniation ost di�erenes at all levels, we de-pit this on�guration with the multilevel topology treein Figure 2.Eah level of the tree represents a di�erent ommu-niation hannel: TCP over a wide-area network atlevel 0, TCP over a loal-area network at level 1, andso forth, with the slowest hannel at the top. Pro-esses are grouped into subtrees or lusters based ontheir ability to ommuniate with eah other relativeto a partiular level. For example, proesses 0{15 allhave a ommon anestor at level 0 beause they are allat the same site. We represent the tree by assigning toeah proess a depth and luster identi�er, or luster id,at eah level. The luster ids for eah proess appear inFigure 2. For example, at levels 0 and 1, proesses 0{15all have a luster id 0; and at level 2 proesses 0{4 havea luster id 0 while proesses 4{7 have luster id 1. Thedepth of proesses 0{15 is four, while the depth of theremaining proesses is only three. This reets the fat

luster[0℄ = opy of user level ommuniator;For (i = 1; i < MPID_Depth; i++)MPI_Comm_split (luster[i-1℄,MPID_Clusterid(i),0, &luster[i℄);luster_rank = 0;For (i = MPID_Depth - 1; i > 0; i--)MPI_Comm_split (luster[i-1℄, luster_rank,0, &master[i℄);if (luster_rank != 0)/* this task not a level i master */MPI_Comm_free (&master[i℄);MPI_Comm_rank (luster[i℄, &luster_rank);
Figure 3. Pseudo-code for the hidden commu-
nicator creation algorithm.that the IBM SP has two methods of ommuniation:internode ommuniation over the IBM swith, and thefaster intranode ommuniation over shared memory.Using information about network topology disoveredby Nexus [11℄, the ommuniation omponent withinGlobus, the depths and luster ids are determined au-tomatially during exeution by MPICH-G. Users donot need to modify their appliation, write speial fun-tions, or desribe the topology in speial �les.We augmented the MPICH Abstrat Devie In-terfae (ADI) API to inlude two new funtions(MPID_Depth and MPID_Clusterid) that query theMPICH abstrat devie for a proess's depth and lus-ter id. MPICH, by relying on its underlying ab-strat devie to determine this information, an imple-ment topology-aware olletive operations in a devie-independent manner. We then modi�ed the MPICHimplementations of three of the olletive operations;broadast, redution, and barrier. Below, we desribeour modi�ations for the MPI_Bast funtion in detail.

3.1. Topology-aware BroadcastOur approah to providing topology-aware olletiveommuniations is a natural extension of MPICH's ur-rent implementation. Eah time a new MPI ommuni-ator is reated, the urrent release of MPICH reatesa hidden ommuniator that is used for all olletiveommuniation; we use the depth and luster ids toreate a set of hidden ommuniators that apture theommuniation topology of the system. These ommu-niators allow our olletive ommuniation routines tominimize use of the slowest levels of the ommuniationhierarhy.



Coneptually, our set of hidden ommuniators ispartitioned into two sets: luster ommuniators andmaster ommuniators. The luster ommuniatorsapture the lusters to whih eah task belongs at eahlevel of the system. We pik one task to represent eahluster during olletive ommuniations for interlus-ter ommuniation at that level; in other words, thetask ats as master of the luster. The master ommu-niators are omposed of these master tasks.Figure 3 shows an abstrat version of the algorithmthat reates the hidden ommuniators for a new user-level ommuniator. First, the algorithm makes a opyof the user level ommuniator that serves as the levelzero luster ommuniator; this ommuniator is iden-tial to the hidden ommuniator used by the urrentversion of MPICH. Then, a loop over MPI_Comm_splitoperations reates the remaining luster ommunia-tors, eah one dividing a luster of the previous levelinto its onstituent lusters. Finally, a seond set ofMPI_Comm_split operations gathers a representativefrom eah of the onstituent lusters into the masterommuniator for that level.Note that we disard the master ommuniator ifthe task is not rank zero in the onstituent luster.This strategy results in a single master per onstituentluster. We use the rank zero member of eah of theonstituent lusters as its master beause every on-stituent luster must have at least one member, whilethere is no guarantee that the disarded ommuniatorshave a representative of eah onstituent luster. Wedisuss how we use the master ommuniators shortly.The abstrat version of our algorithm is not veryeÆient. Eah all to MPI_Comm_split requires twoolletive ommuniations: one to alloate ontexts forthe new ommuniator and one to distribute the olors(whih are all zero in our alls) and keys to every task.In pratie, all of the required ontexts an be alloatedat the same time as the ontext for the user-level om-muniators. Further, the keys required to reate theluster ommuniators are the luster ids appliable toeah task. We must gather these beause we assumea task annot dedue the luster ids of a remote node.However, these an be gathered one, during MPI_Init.Finally, eah task an independently dedue the keysused to reate the master ommuniators from the fullmapping of the ommuniation topology that resultsfrom gathering all of the luster ids.Our implementation performs eah olletive om-muniation over the master ommuniators sues-sively. This approah makes optimizing the olletiveommuniation at eah level an orthogonal issue. As aresult, we an easily plug in an algorithm that exploitsspei� apabilities of a given level, suh as writing

MPI_Bast(buffer, ount, datatype, 0, omm)For (i = 1; i < MPID_Depth; i++)MPI_Comm_rank (luster[i℄, &luster_rank);if (luster_rank == 0)MPIR_LevelBast (buffer, ount, datatype,0, master[i℄, i);
Figure 4. The multilevel broadcast algorithm
for rank 0 root.MPI_Bast (buffer, ount, datatype, root, omm)MPI_Comm_rank (omm, &rank);For (i = 1; i < MPID_Depth; i++)MPI_Comm_rank (luster[i℄, &luster_rank);if ((luster_rank == 0&& !(root is_member luster[i℄))|| (rank == root))if (root is_member luster[i-1℄)master_root = Rank_of_master (root, i);if (root is_member master[i℄)urr_master = master[i℄;elseSubstitute_root_for_master (root,master_root,master[i℄,&urr_master);elsemaster_root = 0;urr_master = master[i℄;MPIR_LevelBast (buffer, ount, datatype,master_root, urr_master, i);
Figure 5. The multilevel broadcast algorithm
for arbitrary root.the message just one into a shared memory bu�er orsending the message over a broadast medium suh asethernet [4℄.We now present details of our broadast implemen-tation; implementations of other olletive ommuni-ations are similar. Figure 4 shows the algorithm thatwe use if task zero is the root of the broadast. Inthis ase, we an simply use the broadast algorithmappropriate for the ommuniation method of eah ofthe master ommuniators. We use the same algorithmwith a small modi�ation if task zero is not the root.In this ase, no hange is neessary at any level forwhih the luster_rank of the root is zero. Similarly,no hange is neessary for a task at level i if the rootis not in its level i � 1 luster. If the root is in thesame level i�1 luster and is a level i master, we use itas the root of the broadast over master[i℄; if the root



For (eah message size M)MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD)if (MPI_COMM_WORLD rank == 0)t0 = get_time()For (r = 0; r < Npros; r ++)MPI_Bast(root=r to MPI_COMM_WORLDmessage size M)ak_barrier()if (MPI_COMM_WORLD rank == 0)t1 = get_time()report message size M, time t1-t0
Figure 6. The broadcast timing application.is not its level i master, we �rst substitute the rootfor its master. Figure 5 shows our omplete broadastalgorithm.4. Experimental ResultsTo demonstrate the advantages of our multilevel ap-proah, we examine its e�ets on MPI_Bast. TheMPICH implementation of MPI_Bast is based on bi-nomial trees, hene in a distributed heterogeneous en-vironment like a omputational grid its performaneis autely sensitive to the distribution of the proessesand the root of the broadast. For example, in an ap-pliation using P = 2k proesses distributed evenlyaross C = 2i; 0 � i � k lusters, a broadast imple-mented using a binomial tree propagates the messagedown its longest path using at least log2C interlus-ter messages and log2 PC intraluster messages. In on-trast, under ertain interluster network performaneonditions desribed by Bar-Noy and Kipnis in theirpostal model, our multilevel method ould be used tosend 1 interluster message and log2 PC intraluster mes-sages. Assuming an interluster lateny ls se andbandwidth bs Kb/se; and an intraluster lateny lfse and bandwidth bf Kb/se, broadasting a messageof N Kb using the binomial tree onservatively takesO((logC)(ls + Nbs ) + (log PC )(lf + Nbf )) while broadast-ing the same message using our multilevel method takesonly O((ls + Nbs ) + (log PC )(lf + Nbf )).We wrote a small MPI appliation (depited in Fig-ure 6) that times the broadasts of messages of inreas-ing size. In an attempt to represent a broadast withan arbitrary root, we timed how long it would take tobroadast eah message of size M as eah proess inMPI_COMM_WORLD took its turn as the root. Also, in or-der to eliminate any potential pipelining that might o-ur between onseutive broadasts, we inserted a bar-rier (ak_barrier()) after eah broadast in whih all
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Figure 7. Original MPICH broadcast vs.
topology-aware MPICH broadcast across awide-area network running 16 processes on the
IBM SP at SDSC, 16 processes on the IBM SP
at ANL, and 16 processes on the SGI Ori-
gin2000 at ANL.proesses other than rank 0 MPI_Send an ACK messageto proess 0 and then wait to MPI_Rev a GO message.Proess 0, after MPI_Rev'ing the ACK message fromall the other proesses, MPI_Send's a GO message toeah of the other proesses, one at a time. We hose towrite our own barrier rather than alling MPI_Barrierbeause we have reimplemented MPI_Barrier to reetmultilevel topology and we wanted these tests to reetthe di�erenes only in the broadast implementations.We onduted three experiments, eah time runningthe MPICH-G appliation depited in Figure 6 on var-ious ombinations of three omputers; the IBM SP atthe San Diego Superomputer Center (SDSC-SP) andthe IBM SP (ANL-SP) and SGI Origin200 (ANL-O2K)at Argonne National Laboratory.In our �rst experiment we measured the bene�ts ofminimizing wide-area ommuniation. We ran the ap-pliation twie, �rst using MPICH-G 1.1.2 and thenusing our topology-aware version of MPICH-G 1.1.2,eah time using 16 proesses on eah of the three om-puters. The performane of eah implementation isdepited in Figure 7.In our seond experiment we measured the bene�tsof minimizing loal-area ommuniation. Again, weran the appliation twie, this time using 16 proesseson eah of two mahines loated at ANL (ANL-SP andANL-O2K). The performane of eah implementationis depited in Figure 8.In our third and �nal experiment we measured theombined bene�ts of minimizing loal- and wide-area
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Figure 8. Original MPICH broadcast vs.
topology-aware MPICH broadcast across aloal-area network running 16 processes on the
IBM SP and 16 processes on the SGI Ori-
gin2000 at ANL.ommuniation. We again ompare our multileveltopology approah to the binomial tree provided byMPICH and inlude omparisons to the 2-level ap-proah provided by MagPIe. In this experiment weran the appliation four times, eah time using 16 pro-esses on eah of the three omputers. These resultsare depited in Figure 9. The urves labeled \MagPIe-mahine" and \MagPIe-site" represent two runs usingMagPIe version 2.0.1 (as of July 1999), eah time witha di�erent luster de�nition. Desribed briey, Mag-PIe implements its 2-level approah by asking the ap-pliation programmer to supply funtions that de�nethe 2-level luster topology. In our �rst MagPIe run(\MagPIe-mahine") we de�ned three lusters, one foreah omputer, of 16 proesses eah. In our seondMagPIe run (\MagPIe-site") we de�ned two lusters;an ANL luster omprised of the two ANL mahineshaving 32 proesses and an SDSC luster omprised ofthe SDSC-SP having only 16 proesses.These results demonstrate the advantages of a mul-tilevel view of the network. Figure 7 shows enhanedperformane when wide-area ommuniation is mini-mized, and Figure 8 shows that one the message hasreahed a partiular site, there are even more bene-�ts in minimizing loal-area ommuniation. Figure 9reinfores these two independent notions by showingthere are signi�ant bene�ts to the multilevel approahwhen ompared to a simple binomial tree and evenwhen ompared to a 2-level approah as implementedby MagPIe. A multilevel view of the network allows anappliation to avoid slower hannels at eah level. In
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Figure 9. Original MPICH broadcast vs.
topology-aware MPICH broadcast vs. MagPIe
broadcast across loal- and wide-area networks
running 16 processes on the IBM SP at SDSC
and 16 processes on each the IBM SP and
SGI Origin2000 at ANL.our experiments, the broadast is optimized by send-ing one message aross the wide-area (level 0), then onemessage aross the loal-area (level 2), and then manymessages within eah omputer (level 3).5. Future WorkOur initial work in augmenting the MPICH ADIAPI and the Globus devie has allowed us to mod-ify three of the MPI olletive operations (MPI_Bast,MPI_Redue, and MPI_Barrier) in MPICH. Enour-aged by our initial results, we plan to ugrade the re-mainder of the MPICH olletive operations in a simi-lar manner.Our general strategy implements a olletive opera-tion by �rst stratifying the network into multiple lev-els and then minimizing the ommuniation aross theslowest hannels. However, in doing so we may en-ounter a tree that has multiple siblings at a partiu-lar level, for example many sites onneted aross thewide-area network or many mahines at a partiularsite. When this happens, we implement the olletiveoperation at that level using the default MPICH algo-rithm. For example, when performing an MPI_Bastin a omputation involving many sites, the �rst phaseof our strategy would require a broadast from theroot node to a representative node at eah site. Inthis situation, the default MPICH binomial tree wouldbe used to perform that broadast. Unfortunately,



a binomial tree is not always the best hoie. Inthe postal model Bar-Noy and Kipnis show that theshape of a olletive operation tree depends heavily onthe point-to-point ommuniation harateristis of thesend/reeive primitives upon whih it is implemented.Their model inorporates a lateny parameter � � 1.They show that for low latenies, for example, ommu-niation within a single mahine, the optimal broadasttree is a binomial tree, but for higher latenies, for ex-ample, ommuniation aross a wide-area network, theoptimal broadast tree beomes atter. We intend toinvestigate ways to selet better, if not optimal, olle-tive operation trees by hoosing those that respet thedi�erent ommuniation harateristis at eah level ofour multilevel view.We believe the topology information deteted byMPICH devies an be valuable to some MPI applia-tions. Two examples of MPI omputational grid om-putations are Catus [3℄, an astrophysis ode for solv-ing general relativity problems, and OVERFLOW [2℄,a omputational uid dynamis ode. We plan to in-vestigate solutions, perhaps through attributes assoi-ated with MPI ommuniators, that make the topologyinformation available at the MPI appliation layer.6. SummaryAs grid omputations beome inreasingly preva-lent, the need for topology-aware olletive operationsalso inreases. Through the reation and use of hiddenommuniators we have a version of MPICH-G thatimplements three olletive operations in a topology-aware manner and have shown, at least for MPI_Bast,that when ompared to the binomial tree provided byMPICH and the 2-level approah provided by MagPIethere are signi�ant advantages to exeuting olletiveoperations using a multilevel view of the network. Bymodifying MPICH suh that topology information isprovided by the abstrat devie layer and the olle-tive operations are implemented at the MPICH layerbased on that information, we have provided a meansby whih any MPICH devie may take advantage ofthe new topology-aware MPICH algorithms by simplyproviding two new funtions.Using information about topology disovered byGlobus, MPICH-G users will �nd that the topologyinformation is automatially deteted, thus enablingtheir MPI appliations to enjoy the bene�ts of theseoptimized olletive operations without requiring odemodi�ations, speial funtions, or speial �les.Finally, this work has provided a foundation thatwill eventually allow MPICH-G appliations to dis-over and use the topology information deteted at the
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